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If Mr Watson was regarded as the ‘Father of Obstetrics’ in Northamptonshire, Miss Hague was surely 

the ‘Mother of Midwifery’ in the area.
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Yorkshire border.  Her mother died when she was 

an infant and she was brought up by her father and 
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Her standards in the practical field were very high and she demanded and obtained the optimum 

standard of work from each member of her staff.  Her warm heartedness, kindness and sens

humour were never over-shadowed by the strict discipline that she maintained.

Perhaps it was her love of people that

This love extended to animals and all living creatures and in particular

Despite his luxurious diet of rabbit and eggs, which he occasionally stole and sucked, Smokey would 

catch and torment the odd mouse.  On one occasion, Miss Hague found a poor half dead little 

creature, so she wrapped it in toi

operation was over, the mouse was sitting up on the floating paper.  Moved to compassion, Eleanor 

rescued it and took it out to the garden to a place that she thought would be a happy little home fo

a mouse and Smokey was confined to barracks for the next hour.  For the Sister who took up 

residence in Matron’s flat, when Eleanor went away on holidays, the responsibility of look

the ever disappearing Smokey was almost as worrying as the resp
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Although the flat was Miss Hague’s home, it was structurally and functionally part of the Maternity 

Unit.  As well as being used for coaching classes, it was a haven for any member of staff, who was 

distressed and in need of Miss Hague’s sympathetic and valued counselling.  In the night, she would 

report a constantly crying baby to the night sister, either on the phone of in person, and would 

invariably add the correct cause which she had diagnosed from the nature of

clinical expertise.  Many an ill baby spent the night in her flat receiving her personal undivided skill 

and care.  If a mother was ill, she was there, often sitting at the bedside for long stretches of the day 

and night.  Her administrative work would always get done, but later.  It always took second place to 

the practical work of the unit. 

She scored the modern theory of management, 

little realising that she had been putting the best 

of this theory into practice for years.  She fe

that it was her responsibility to keep staff happy 

and although she shunned socialising, she 

personally organised a Christmas Dance for all 

Hospital staff and their friends for many years.  

She would spend many night time hours 

wrapping Christmas presents and preparing 

special Christmas fayre for the hilarious tea 

parties for the patients and the staff.

She always anticipated a person’s needs and was absolutely selfless in fulfilling those needs.  She 

allowed herself little time for hobbies during her wo

music and usually chose loud vivacious records 

effects was one of her favourites.  She preferred to listen to soloists rather than choral music though 

I have seen her completely absorbed and moved to tears listening to the Dream of Gerontius.  She 

had a wonderful eye for beauty, as could be seen in the way she planned her garden and furnished 

her delightful thatched cottage at Overstone, which became her home f

retirement.  She loved the beauty of the countryside and her happiest holidays were pent in the 
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Lake District, meandering through the valleys and making great efforts to reach the tops, despite the 

need to make frequent stops to get her breath.  In this, as in her work, she overcame all difficulties 

to reach her goals. 

After she retired, she continued to care for people in the village and elsewhere.  She worked hard for 

her Church, helping with a children’s play group and with meals for the elderly.  For a few years she 

worked as a part-time tutor to the Enrolled Nurse training course at Northampton General Hospital.  

Her part-time job as midwife at St. Edmund’s Antenatal clinic gave her the greatest pleasure, 

particularly the practical training of the pupil-midwives, here she was once again in her element. 

Eleanor Hague lived to serve and help people and when, in failing health during her last year, she 

was unable to do this, she gave up the will to live and died sadly on 18
th

 February 1984.  Her work 

lives on, not only in Northampton, but in all parts of the world wherever her trainees have practised 

Midwifery. 
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